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NEW BURCO COOKCENTRE – IDEAL FOR SMALL CATERING 

ESTABLISHMENTS 

Burco - the leading catering equipment manufacturer - has launched an innovative new 

cooking solution for small catering establishments. Offering a larger than normal cooking 

capacity, the new UK-manufactured Cookcentre range comes with the added benefit of a 

commercial warranty and is ideal for cafés, small pubs, guest houses and B&Bs. Offering 

great flexibility and a high degree of practicality, this exciting addition to Burco’s cooking 

range is perfect for serving up the great British breakfast and even large lunches and 

dinners – all from one appliance. 

 

Developed using advanced design and technology, the Burco Cookcentre is available in 

two options - a gas hob/electric oven (duel fuel) combination or as an electric hob/electric 

oven (all-electric) option for those premises without access to a gas supply.  

 

Burco’s Brand Manager, Diane Ho, comments: “Some catering premises get caught out by 

trying to use a domestic cooker which, in the event of breakdown, most manufacturers will 

not repair as they are only intended for use in a domestic environment. As well as a sturdy, 

stainless steel construction that is hard-wearing for regular use and is easy to keep clean, 

this model is backed by a Commercial-standard three years parts and one year labour 

warranty for peace of mind.”       
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Diane adds: “This model really does offer smaller establishments the perfect cooking 

solution, enabling a full meal to be cooked simultaneously. For impressive flexibility and 

functionality, imagine having bacon sizzling on the extra-wide eye-level grill, baked beans 

bubbling away and mushrooms frying on the controllable hob, together with a large volume 

of sausages cooking and hash browns crisping in the two-large oven compartments. At the 

same time, plates can be warming in the specially designed warming cavity.” 

 

The three oven cavities make the Cookcentre the ultimate in flexibility and time saving. In 

addition to two ovens – a large 2.0kW fan oven with two shelves and a tall 2.5kW fan oven 

with three shelves – the Cookcentre also features a plate-warming cavity. Both ovens 

incorporate an internal light.        

 

Whilst the all-electric model features five ceramic hot plates, the gas hob offers four 

burners and a 3.5kW central wok burner. Two independent variable heat electric double 

high level grills that are positioned at eye level are perfect for multi-tasking without the need 

to bend down. Completing the Cookcentre’s impressive line-up of capabilities is an 

integrated splashback that is sturdy and robust and minimises cleaning.  

 

In addition to a commercial warranty, the Burco Cookcentre is backed by Burco’s extensive 

nationwide network of over 180 service engineers and an award winning customer care 

centre that provides superior after sales support, service and maintenance. 

 

For further information on Burco, visit www.burco.co.uk or contact 0844 248 4281. 
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PHOTO-CAPTION: 

The Burco Cookcentre offers an innovative new cooking solution for small catering 
establishments. Offering a larger than normal cooking capacity, the new UK-manufactured 
range comes with the added benefit of a commercial warranty and is ideal for cafés, small 
pubs, guest houses and B&Bs. Offering great flexibility and a high degree of practicality, 
this exciting addition to Burco’s cooking range is perfect for serving up the great British 

breakfast and even large lunches and dinners – all from one appliance. 
 

 

 


